ENTRY TO ISRAEL DURING COVID

Dear RRIS students,

**For those who are currently abroad:**

*Please see detailed & updated official regulations and instructions towards your arrival [here](#).*

In general, As of March 1, 2022, **tourists and student visa holders of all ages are permitted to enter Israel, vaccinated and unvaccinated alike.**

- It is **not** required to present a negative result on a COVID-19 test before boarding a flight to Israel, nor after landing in Israel.

**Entry to campus**

Since the "green pass" in Israel has been cancelled, there is no longer a requirement for "green pass" in order to enter campus or any other place in Israel.

**Booster vaccinations in Israel**

COVID vaccinations are normally available only at public Israeli health service provider locations, and for holders of Israeli health insurance only (including Reichman University health insurance).

For people with non-Israeli insurance, there are very few vaccination stations available throughout the country, in limited locations and opening hours, which are determined by Ministry of Health from time to time according to need.

*To the list of vaccination centers* (information published in Hebrew only).

We wish you lots of health, and a successful academic year!

The Raphael Recanati International School team

---

1 All regulations are subject to the policy of the Israeli Ministry of Health, and may change at all times.